
CS1800 Discrete Structures Prof. Hescott and Prof. Pavlu
Fall 2020 October 2, 2020

Homework # 3

Assigned: October 2, 2020
Due: October 11, 2020 at 8pm eastern

Instructions:

� The assignment has to be uploaded to Gradescope by the due date. NO assignment will be accepted
after 8:00pm on that day.

� We expect that you will study with friends and often work out problem solutions together, but you
must write up your own solutions, in your own words. Cheating will not be tolerated. Professors,
TAs, and peer tutors will be available to answer questions but will not do your homework for you.
One of our course goals is to teach you how to think on your own.

� You must turn in typed work to Gradescope either written in a word processor such as Word, or typeset
in LaTeX.

� To get full credit , show INTERMEDIATE steps leading to your answers, throughout.

Problem 1 [Easy]: Set Builder Notation

i. Translate the following descriptions into set builder notation.

� All integers less that 3π

� All pairs of real numbers that add up to 30

ii. Describe the following sets in English

� {n | n ∈ N,∃x ∈ Z, 2x+ 1 = n}
� {x | x ∈ Z ∧ x < 13 ∧ x > −1}
� {(A,n) | A ∈ P(N), n ∈ N,∀x ∈ A, a ≤ n} (Note: This one will take some time to think

through)

Problem 2 [Easy]: Venn Diagrams
(2 points per diagram) Fill out Venn diagrams for the following sets. A picture filling in the

Venn Diagram suffices as an answer.
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Problem 3 [Easy]: Binary String Representation
Recall we can use binary strings, or bit maps, to represent sets. Suppose we fix the ordering of

a universe U and create the corresponding bit map for sets A,B.

i. Given two bit maps, how can we find the union of two sets A, B? Explain your reasoning.

ii. Given two bit maps, how can we find the intersection of two sets A, B? Explain your reasoning.

iii. Define the symmetric set difference of A and B as the set of elements only in A and only in
B. Given two bit maps, how can we find the symmetric set difference of A and B? Explain
your reasoning.

iv. How can we find the complement of A? Explain your reasoning.

v. Given two bit maps, how can we find the set difference of two sets A, B. Explain your
reasoning. (Note: This one will take some time to think through)

Problem 4 [Medium]: Equivalent Sets
Sometimes it is easier to show two sets are equivalent using the set properties. Other times it

is easier to show with a set membership proof.

i. Use set membership, set operation definitions, and logical definitions to prove (A−B)∪ (C−
B) ≡ (A ∪ C)−B.

ii. We saw in the module that A−B ≡ A∩B. Use this fact and the set properties to prove the
(A−B) ∪ (C −B) = (A ∪ C)−B.
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Problem 5 [Medium]: Set Equality Proof
Prove A× (B ∪C) = (A×B)∪ (A×C). This shows us that Cartesian product also distributes

over union. (The same is true over intersection as well).

Problem 6 [Hard]: The DiRT
CS1800 is participating in the Discrete Relay Triathalon (or DiRT). The triathalon is composed

of 3 events, a 10 kilometer bike ride, a 10 kilometer swim, and a 10 minute math challenge. To
figure out which students to send to which event, we must first divide the class into those who
can ride a bike, those who can only swim, and those who can do neither (and they’ll do the math
challenge).

You can query the registrar database separately for students in CS1800, for students who bike,
or for students who swim. Results are returned as sets.

Your task is to partition the CS1800 students into 3 subsets: those who can bike, those who
can only swim, and those who can neither bike nor swim.

First, define these three sets in terms of the sets returned by the registrar database.
Then, prove these 3 subsets partition the CS1800 students. There are three properties to prove
here:

� when taken together, all 3 subsets are included in the set of CS1800 students.

� each pair of subsets share no CS1800 students

� every CS1800 student is in one of the subsets
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F problems: no credit, no deadline, no formal grading, and possibly no solutions. If you work
on these and need help, let Virgil know by email.

Problem 7 F (no credit) Partitioning scales down to subsets
• Prove that if (A,B,C,D...) is a partition of set Y , and X ⊂ Y , then (A∩X,B∩X,C∩X,D∩X...)
is a partition of X.
• Redo PB6 using this fact: partition the space of all students (Y ) into bikers, swimmers only, and
neither - the three partion proofs should be easier now; then intersect these partion subsets with
CS1800 set (X) to obtain the answer.

Problem 8 FF (no credit) Structure of a Powerset
• Prove that if P is a valid powerset (P = P(X)) then it must satisfy these three conditions:

(1) size of P is a power of 2
(2) if A ∈ P , ∀B ⊂ A⇒ B ∈ P
(3) if A,B ∈ P then A ∪B ∈ P

• Is the converse true? “Any set P that satisfies these three conditions is a valid powerset.”. If yes,
prove that; if not, show a counterexample.
• Are all three conditions necessary for the converse? If not, which of them are?

Problem 9 FFF (no credit) Pour jars to get one empty
Three jars are given with integer quantities of water a, b, c > 0. You can ”pour” any bigger (or
equal) jar into any smaller jar by pouring exactly enough to double the smaller one; for example if
a ≥ b, pouring (a, b) results into jars (a− b, 2b).
Design a pouring sequence that results into an empty jar.
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